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Abstract

In The Wretched of the Earth, Frantz Fanon condemns Africans who collaborated with the

colonizer; they switched loyalties, he writes, for "a ransom price."  Many scholars still define collaboration as

a ploy of “sellouts” who only sought gain. My new project explores African “loyalty” to colonial authority in

Southern Rhodesia (Zimbabwe) and South Africa, focusing on African patriarchs who recruited and policed

migrant workers for mining industries in the twentieth century. The research to complete this project

requires extensive field work in southern African archives, and the collection of oral history from former

recruiters and migrant laborers in Zimbabwe and South Africa.1

A body of historical work, influenced by Marxist theory and African nationalism, claims that agents

of capitalism such as labor recruiters and their enforcers delivered Africans into modern exploitation.  But

this argument obscures indigenous strategies of adapting to dramatic social change.  Black labor recruiters,

for example, maneuvered within colonial systems that dispossessed (forcibly removed migrants settled in

cities to "tribal" homelands) and subjugated (through segregation and apartheid) Africans according to

ethnicity and race.  Long before radical political movements promoted emancipation from European

oppression, labor recruiters may have provided Africans with an escape hatch from rural areas that suffered

the brunt of white rule.2

My project poses these questions: What incentives beyond personal advantage inspired labor

recruiters to cooperate with colonizers?  How were recruiters received by the communities in which they

operated?  By opening opportunities for rural Africans to earn income, how did recruiters shape power

relationships between elders, women, and youths in the countryside?

The complexities of African “collaboration” surfaced while I was writing my book, Blood from

Your Children.  It tells how encroaching white rule in nineteenth- and twentieth-century Natal usurped the

privileges of male elders and sparked bitter conflicts between generations.  As sons and daughters saw the

colonizer seize their birthright of land and cattle, with the apparent collaboration of “loyalist” African
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patriarchs, youthful defiance fueled a revolt in 1906.  In this uprising known as “Bhambatha's Rebellion,”

young African men confronted “traitorous (amambuka)” patriarchs who acquiesced to colonial demands

and white troops dispatched to quell the violence.  Some historians herald Bhambatha's Rebellion as the last

war of liberation in southern Africa until the late 1960s, when the African National Congress (ANC) and

Zimbabwe African National Union (ZANU) launched their insurrections to overturn colonial domination. 

These guerilla insurgencies, along with other protest movements, helped bring about democratic

governments in Zimbabwe (in 1980) and South Africa (1994).  This study probes the extent to which

African “collaboration” and its specific structures were factors in the absence of armed struggle in the first

half of the twentieth century as well as its rise during the last half.3

Collaboration in the Historiography of  Southern Africa

In the 1970s, Marxist and African nationalist historians argued that the late-nineteenth-century

discovery of diamonds and gold and ensuing capitalist developments were pivotal in intensifying colonial

power in southern Africa.  Marginal settler societies, fragmented into antagonistic Boer and British

territories, saw a flood of immigrants and capital from Europe; a few white newcomers made fortunes from

mining while Africans were confined to menial jobs.  New cities emerged, with a small white bourgeoisie and

a vast oppressed black working class.  Great Britain asserted imperial control, fighting wars to incorporate

independent African polities such as the Zulu kingdom and rival Boer republics.  By 1900, white settlers,

funded by the arch-imperialist Cecil Rhodes and his British South Africa Company (BSAC), had subjugated

chiefdoms in a region just north of South Africa and established the colony of Southern Rhodesia.  That

Rhodes could claim his own territory suggests how much capitalist interests propelled imperialist designs in

southern Africa.4

Under consolidated white rule, Africans in South Africa and Southern Rhodesia lost their economic

vitality and political sovereignty.  Colonial authority levied increasingly onerous taxes on Africans

(compelling them to earn wages to pay the obligations), appropriated their land and cash crops, enforced
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compulsory labor, and deposed recalcitrant chiefs.  In the twentieth century, traditional ways of life were said

to have been disfigured more and more by the capitalist profit motive.5

In a departure from more orthodox Marxist and African nationalist scholarship, over the past two

decades, social historians have inserted cultural perspectives into the study of political economy,

emphasizing the uneven impact of white rule.  Their monographs of community life explored less visible

African resistance (i.e., flight from tax collection) and neglected concepts including gender relations.6   One

subtle anti-colonial expression that is vital to my study was the withholding of African  labor.  The erratic

flow of wage-seekers worried colonists endlessly; they demanded further regulation of African workers.  In

keeping with British "indirect rule," white officials sought compliant African patriarchs in the labor

recruitment process.  The common ground for this alliance was a defense of traditional patriarchy.  Certain

African men--frequently called "loyalists" by settler regimes--replenished and regulated (forcibly if needed)

the pool of labor in return for remuneration and government recognition of their enhanced "tribal" power

within rural communities.  For colonial officials and white employers, collaborative African patriarchy meant

order.7

Labor-intensive mining industries relied on African recruiters and enforcers such as police

“izinduna” to foster labor migrancy in South Africa and Southern Rhodesia; through persuasion and

coercion, rural patriarchs were urged to send young men into the wage economy.  Recruiters marketed the

advantages of straddling city and country.  However, they were regarded in ambiguous ways by their

communities, sometimes perceived as "sheltered in the armpit of white rule.”8

Controversies of African Collaboration

The provocative phrase, “sheltered in the armpit,” demonstrates graphically the negative

connotations of African loyalty to colonial authority.  Adu Boahen, a nationalist historian sensitive to the

context of Vichy France's collusion with Nazi Germany, dismisses -- as too Eurocentric -- African

collaboration during white rule, arguing that a collaborator sacrifices the interests of his nation.  How were
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certain Africans to become collaborators, Boahen asks, if they did not have nations after being colonized? 

Yet the Vichy standard, itself controversial, raises critical questions about the legacies of accommodation in

colonial Africa.  François Mitterand was a policeman in the Vichy administration that sent Jews to death

camps and executed members of the communist-led French underground.  After 1945, he denounced

fascism and rose to be the socialist President of France.  Can we compare Vichy with African collaborators

who turned the exigencies of foreign occupation into strategies of advancement, or does that render the term

collaboration meaningless?9

To censure or deny African collaboration closes a debate that has never fully emerged.  Many

historians have portrayed African collaboration as political behavior imposed from above by white rulers,

overlooking the motives of indigenous authorities.  It is misleading to suppose African labor recruiters, for

example, expressed unwavering allegiance to colonial power.  After white invasions, Africans may have been

more eager to demonstrate loyalty to the occupiers.  Several decades later, indigenous authorities who

recruited workers may have insisted on greater command of local affairs, particularly when meeting

obligations to destitute Africans pursuing benefits of the cash economy and when rivalries over access to

labor flared between employers (i.e., between commercial farmers and mining enterprises).  The

historiography on labor recruitment focuses on oppressive state and market forces that turned African

peasants into workers, a process called "proletarianization," while scholars have yet to investigate fully how

recruiters and the labor they marshaled manipulated these systems of coercion in their own interest.10

Research Plan

Archival research and interviews in South Africa and Zimbabwe are integral to this project.  While

conducting field work in southern Africa in the 1990s, I located primary sources on twentieth-century

African recruiters and labor migrancy.  This evidence includes official correspondence by and about African

recruiters, government and industry reports on labor migrancy, and local documentation of recruitment

drives.  The impact of wage labor on family relationships is documented in court cases, police dockets,
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public health commissions, and related sources.  To augment these records, I will collect oral testimony.  By

integrating the life histories of retired African recruiters and migrant workers and their kin, I seek to add

depth and nuance to my narrative.
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